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ABSTRACT
This paper presents BenchPrime, an automated benchmark analysis toolset that is systematic and extensible to analyze the similarity and diversity of benchmark suites. BenchPrime takes multiple benchmark suites and their evaluation metrics as inputs and generates a hybrid benchmark suite comprising only essential applications. Unlike prior work, BenchPrime uses linear discriminant analysis rather than principal component analysis, as well as selects the best clustering algorithm and the optimized number of clusters in an automated and metric-tailored way, thereby achieving high accuracy. In addition, BenchPrime ranks the benchmark suites in terms of their application set diversity and estimates how unique each benchmark suite is compared to other suites.

As a case study, this work for the first time compares the DenBench with the MediaBench and MiBench using four different metrics to provide a multi-dimensional understanding of the benchmark suites. For each metric, BenchPrime measures to what degree DenBench applications are irreplaceable with those in MediaBench and MiBench. This provides means for identifying an essential subset from the three benchmark suites without compromising the application balance of the full set. The experimental results show that the necessity of including DenBench applications varies across the target metrics and that significant redundancy exists among the three benchmark suites.

1 INTRODUCTION
“We need not one but many application benchmarks, as diverse as possible, to rule out bias through some factors hidden in most of the benchmarks.” — Jan Vitek in his EMSOFT paper [66] on experimental evaluation.

To achieve an accurate and fair evaluation of any hardware and software techniques, it is essential to use representative benchmarks [20]. For researchers in both industry and academia, it has always been an important problem whether the proposed techniques in their respective research are indeed beneficial. As such, fair and accurate evaluation is of particular interest due to their impact on the determination of said beneficialness.

There are two conflicting requirements (i.e., diversity and irreplaceability) in building a representative benchmark set to conduct a thorough evaluation of any research proposal. For diversity, researchers often choose multiple benchmark suites based on their knowledge of the research and the benchmark characteristics. In essence, such a hybrid benchmark suite broadens the evaluation spectrum and no critical applications are missing in the resulting benchmark set.

On the one hand, the redundant applications in the benchmark set, that are pretty much the same in terms of their evaluation characteristics, can skew the average towards redundant characteristics overestimating the benefit of any proposed research [64]. This is mainly because one application is replaceable with other applications in the benchmark set. Thus, an ideal benchmark set should be comprised of only irreplaceable applications, and we refer to this property as irreplaceability of the benchmark set. On the other hand, the huge evaluation time for each application especially in microarchitecture simulation, causes researchers to use so-called benchmark subsetting for evaluating only a subset of the applications in a hybrid benchmark suite.

It is a challenge to construct a representative benchmark set in a way to avoid destroying the diversity but to achieve the irreplaceability meanwhile. Unfortunately, there does not exist to date a systematic methodology for effective and accurate benchmark analyses. Prior work tries to subset candidate benchmark applications based on some machine learning algorithms that can cluster the applications in different groups: one approach [67] resorts to K-means clustering [7] while another [22] to agglomerative clustering [3]. However, for a given user-specified classification metric (e.g., performance/power), all the previous approaches do not provide a basis for why one clustering algorithm is better than another; they either blindly apply one algorithm for every metric or require user's knowledge to figure out the best number of clusters [55].

In addition, the benchmark training of the prior work requires significant knowledge of machine learning and statistics which practitioners (e.g., programmers or performance engineers) may lack, making it difficult for them to carry out this daunting task in an error-free manner. This practice imposes an inherent limitation on the capability of the prior benchmark analysis frameworks. Therefore, there is a compelling need for a systematic, automated, and transparent benchmark analysis framework.

To fill that need, this paper presents BenchPrime, a framework used to generate a hybrid benchmark suite which is complete but with only a small amount of redundancy (i.e., high irreplaceability). It conducts different machine learning algorithms to select the best-performing clustering strategy for a given classification metric and can calculate the optimized number of clusters for the selected algorithm. BenchPrime customizes standard clustering methods, i.e., using Linear
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Discriminant Analysis (LDA) for their input rather than Principle Component Analysis (PCA), to achieve high accuracy. BenchPrime also provides a set of post-analyses and visualization tools to readily process the raw data.

The vision of this work is to deploy BenchPrime as a cloud service in data centers and to maintain a common repository for keeping the analysis results of new benchmarks and the metrics up-to-date and open to the public. These results can then be used by many researchers including performance architects and benchmark creators. For example, users can build the representative benchmark set from all the benchmark suites that have been processed by BenchPrime, for a given classification metric.

In particular, the results of BenchPrime can be used for further analysis of the input benchmark suites. That is, the diversity analysis results can be used to rank each benchmark suite, which would be useful information for those whose budget can afford to buy only one benchmark suite. Likewise, the irreplaceability analysis results can be used to estimate how unique each benchmark suite is compared with other suites. This serves as a basis for judging whether researchers need to integrate a new benchmark suite for the evaluation of any research proposal, e.g., one only needs to purchase those applications that are irreplaceable with existing benchmarks he or she currently owns.

As a case study, this work leverages BenchPrime to compare MediaBench and MiBench to DenBench created by EEMBC. In the embedded systems community, researchers often leverage MediaBench [36] or MiBench [16] to evaluate their research results. Some researchers use both benchmarks while others [8, 31, 39] mix MediaBench with a few applications from MiBench. However, contrary to the two popular benchmark suites, DenBench has received relatively less attention [58]. That is supported by Figure 1 which shows the number of papers published in major embedded system conferences from 2002 to 2016, leveraging each benchmark in the experiments. With the imbalance between benchmark popularities, the lack of existing work on analyzing DenBench compared with the others raise important questions to the embedded systems community. For example, one might be afraid that different (similar) characteristics of DenBench compared with MediaBench and MiBench will cause incomplete (skewed) evaluation.

To analyze the three benchmark suites, BenchPrime intentionally uses multiple different metrics. That is because both the diversity and irreplaceability of benchmark suites vary according to different metrics. In addition to traditional architectural performance numbers (e.g., CPI), this work takes a step forward by adding measurements of their power consumptions and architectural vulnerability factors (AVFs) due to the ever-increasing concerns about energy efficiency [5, 10, 11, 33, 42, 43, 59, 61, 65] and soft error resilience [12–14, 21, 34, 44–47, 50, 51], respectively.

For each metric being used to characterize the benchmark suites, BenchPrime selects only the essential subset of the applications from MediaBench, MiBench, and DenBench, without compromising the application balance in the full set.

Moreover, this work estimates to what degree DenBench benchmarks are irreplaceable with those in MediaBench and MiBench. The experimental results show that the necessity of including DenBench benchmarks varies across the target metrics, and that significant redundancy exists between these three suites, with which a small subset of carefully chosen benchmarks can effectively cover the evaluation space of the original benchmarks. Overall, this paper makes the following contributions:

- To the best of our knowledge, BenchPrime is the first systematic/automated benchmark analysis framework that can select the best clustering algorithm and the optimized number of clusters.
- The resulting hybrid benchmark of BenchPrime is a lot more accurate (i.e., close to oracle suite) than any unoptimized clustering approaches. The evaluation results demonstrate that BenchPrime always selects the optimized clustering configuration for 4 different benchmark evaluation metric.
- BenchPrime ranks input benchmark suites in terms of their application set diversity and irreplaceability, which can serve as a basis for choosing one benchmark suite over another.
- This work is the first effort in directly comparing MediaBench, MiBench, and DenBench, which is meaningful for the embedded systems community.

2 MOTIVATION

The optimized clustering algorithm selection of BenchPrime is inspired by the fact that there is no one-size-fit-all clustering algorithm. The result of the benchmark subsetting derived by unoptimized clustering would not effectively represent the full set. In fact, the best clustering algorithm varies depending on not only the input benchmark suites but also their classification metric. Figure 2 supports this for the AVF (Architecture Vulnerability Factor) metric; the accuracy of each clustering algorithm shows significantly different Euclidean distances. Figure 2 MOTIVATION
achieved by model-based clustering algorithm which is the worst. In light of this, BenchPrime takes into account the optimized clustering algorithm selection in its design.

3 BENCHPRIME OVERVIEW

The goal of BenchPrime is providing its users with a systematic and automated benchmark analysis toolset. Figure 3 shows a high-level workflow of the proposed BenchPrime framework and its toolset. For a user-specified classification metric (e.g., Power, AVF), BenchPrime analyzes the input benchmark suites and generates the hybrid benchmark suite along with their characterization results (i.e., diversity and irreplaceability).

BenchPrime takes a set of input features that summarize the characteristics of given benchmark suites based on the metric used to evaluate the benchmark applications. In general, users generate the input features by running compiled executables for a given metric on top of one or multiple architecture platforms. All the feature data are first processed by Principal Component Analysis (PCA) to lower their dimensions with the principle components. The optimized clustering algorithm chooser first generates the initial clusters taking the principle components as inputs. BenchPrime uses the initial cluster information to make labels for each application; they are required to generate the labeled feature data for Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA). Next, BenchPrime conducts LDA on the labeled feature data, and the resulting LDs (Linear Discriminants) are fed back into the clustering algorithm chooser to identify the best one among 10 candidates from a clustering algorithm set (bottom of Figure 3) as well as the best fitting number of clusters.

This is achieved by evaluating Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) for any possible clustering configuration with each candidate algorithm and its cluster number. BenchPrime then selects the configuration with the highest BIC value. Finally, by picking a representative benchmark from each cluster of the configuration, BenchPrime can generate the resulting hybrid suite comprised of only essential applications from the input benchmark suites.

In addition, the results of BenchPrime can be used for further analysis of the input benchmark suites. That is, the diversity analysis results can be used to rank the benchmark suites based on the application set diversity while the irreplaceability analysis results to estimate how unique each benchmark suite is compared with other suites. In addition, the characterization results of BenchPrime can enable further analysis of the input benchmark suites to rank them for quantitative comparison, e.g., the diversity and irreplaceability analyses, as shown Section 5.

4 CHOOSING OPTIMIZED CLUSTERING

This section first shows how to effectively process feature data being used as inputs to clustering algorithms without loss of generality and then details the mixed two-phase optimized clustering algorithm selection of BenchPrime.

4.1 Data processing

Rather than taking the absolute numbers generated from feature generation, this work pursues the relative results between these benchmarks. However, it is hard to tell such relations using the raw measurement data. On the one hand, the number of dimensions in the result is too high to present in a human-digestible way. For example, the output of the AVF analysis consists of six dimensions since there are six microarchitectural components being evaluated, thus it is impossible to synthesize a meaningful conclusion by directly inspecting these six aspects. On the other hand, measurements on each of these multiple dimensions are likely to interact with each other in a complex manner, which prevents us from getting precise insight from the data. To overcome such difficulties and provide means for grounded comparative analysis, BenchPrime leverages the following statistical tools.

4.1.1 Principle Component Analysis (PCA). Principle Component Analysis (PCA) aims at reducing the dimensionality of input features and eliminating the correlations between the features. It transforms the original (possibly) correlated multi-dimensional feature data into a new, orthogonal space, in which each new dimension, so-called the principal component, is uncorrelated to each other. Moreover, these principal
components are ordered by the data’s covariance, which indirectly reflects the “importance” of these dimensions in describing the features of the data. With this transformed result, one can realize dimension reduction without losing much important information by keeping only the most significant principal components while dropping the rest.

**BenchPrime** uses the result of PCA, which already eliminates correlation between different dimensions, as the input for further clustering analysis. Here, this work applies Kaiser’s rule \([52]\) to retain the PCs with eigenvalues that represent the main feature of these benchmark programs; if they are larger or equal to one, we feed them to **BenchPrime**‘s optimized clustering algorithm chooser. To this end, the PCA process reduces the original raw data to lower dimensional data containing main features.

4.1.2 Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA). Even though PCA is a popular dimension reduction algorithm, it does have some inherent limitations. It is not hard to construct pathological examples where PCA is the worst possible thing in the data analytics. More precisely, PCA is not optimized for some classification problems because it lacks a notion of the class label in the definition of PCA; here keeping the dimensions of largest variance is a good idea, but not always leads to the right decision for the best clustering results \([4]\).

In contrast, LDA (Linear Discriminant Analysis) is most commonly used as a dimension reduction technique in the pre-processing step for pattern-classification and matching/learning applications, thus it is a better fit to the benchmark clustering problem **BenchPrime** pursues. The goal is to project a dataset onto a lower-dimensional space with good class-separability. The general LDA approach is very similar to a Principal Component Analysis. However, in addition to finding the component that maximizes the variance of data, LDA is particularly interested in the axes that maximize the separation between multiple classes. According to the evaluation results, LDA turns out to be more efficient (higher BIC score) in finding the best clustering configuration, thus the resulting subset of input benchmark suites is much closer to the full set (oracle).

4.2 Two-phase approach for optimized clustering algorithm selection

**BenchPrime** uses BIC (Bayesian Information Criterion) as the criterion for the evaluation of each possible clustering configuration comprising a candidate algorithm and its cluster number to select the configuration with the highest BIC. **BenchPrime** takes a two-phase approach to choose the optimized algorithm and the best cluster number leveraging both PCA and LDA processes.

With principle components (PCs) from PCA as inputs, the first phase uses the optimized clustering strategy selection algorithm shown in Section 4.2.3 to get the best PC-based clusters. Based on this cluster information, **BenchPrime** adds a label to the original feature data for a later LDA process. For example, the benchmark program corresponding to the first cluster will be labeled as “1”, the program corresponding to the second cluster will be set as “2”, and so on.

In the second phase, **BenchPrime** processes the labeled feature data and obtains the generated linear discriminants (LDs) that are fed as inputs to the optimized clustering algorithm chooser again (See Figure 3). To this end, **BenchPrime** selects the final LD-based optimized clustering method and the best number of clusters to maximize the accuracy of the resulting subsetted benchmarks compared to the full set.

4.2.1 Clustering Algorithm Candidates. In order to find the best clustering algorithm, **BenchPrime** considers ten most popular clustering algorithms \([9]\). These algorithms represent a wide range of clustering methods: “Agnes”, “Hierarchical”, “Diana”, “K-means”, “Pam”, “Clara”, “Fanny”, “Model-based”, “Som”, and “Sota”. Diana is a hierarchical clustering algorithm that is divisive rather than agglomerative. Thus, unlike agglomerative hierarchical, all the observations start from one large cluster and in each step, the largest cluster is first identified. Pam (Partitioning around medoids) is a clustering algorithm that works in a very similar way to K-means clustering algorithm; the difference is that the centers are medoids instead of centroids. Clara is an extension of Pam and is a time-efficient algorithm for clustering large datasets. Fanny is a fuzzy clustering algorithm that uses probability to determine the cluster allocation. Rather than having each observation defined to a single cluster, Fanny allows it to have some degree of association with each other. The Model-based algorithm assumes that the input comes from a finite mixture of normal distributions. Som is a clustering algorithm based on biological neural networks. Lastly, Sota is a divisive clustering algorithm that has properties similar to both hierarchical and Soma clustering techniques.

4.2.2 Bayesian Information Criterion. While many criteria are used to determine the optimized number of clusters, \(l\), the K value, the most popular one is Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC). It is a measure of the “goodness of fit” of any clustering results. The larger a BIC score, the higher probability that the clustering is a good fit to the original data. To figure out which pair of clustering algorithm and the K yields the highest BIC score. This work uses Equation 1 and 2 from \([22, 60]\) for BIC calculation. The BIC contains two parts: the likelihood and the penalty. The likelihood is a measure of how well the clustering models the data.

\[
BIC(D, K) = l(D|K) - \frac{p_l}{2} \log(R)
\]

\(D\) is the data set to be clustered, \(l(D|K)\) is the likelihood, \(R\) is the number of applications to be clustered; \(p_l\) is the sum of \((K - 1)\) cluster probabilities, i.e., \(K + dK\) where \(d\) is the dimension of each benchmark, \(R\) is the number of chosen PCs or LDs; and \(R\) is the number of points in the data, i.e., the number of benchmarks to be clustered. To compute \(l(D|K)\), this work
Algorithm 1 Determine the optimized number of clusters with clustering algorithm.

1. **Input:** $D$, PCA or LDA generated data set; $C$, a set of clustering algorithms.
2. **Output:** $k_{\text{opt}}$, the optimized number of clusters; $C_{\text{opt}}$, the corresponding clustering algorithm; $\text{score}_{\text{max}}$, the overall maximum score.

   // Store maximum BIC scores and corresponding number of clusters for all clustering algorithms.
3. Create an $\|C\|$-sized array $S = \{(\text{score}, k)\}$
4. $K$: the number of $D$ rows;
5. for $i ← 1, \ldots, \|C\|$ do

   // Store BIC score for each $k$-clustering.
6. Create a $K$-sized temporary array $S$
7. for $k ← 1, \ldots, K$ do

   $S_p[i].\text{score} = \text{max}_{1 \ldots K} \{S[i].\text{score}\}$
8. Use BIC to measure the score
9. end for
10. $S_p[i].k = \text{argmax}_{1 \ldots K} \{S[i].\text{score}\}$
11. $\text{score}_{\text{max}} = S_p[i_{\text{max}}].\text{score}$
12. $k_{\text{opt}} = S_p[i_{\text{max}}].k$
13. $C_{\text{opt}} = C[i_{\text{max}}]$
14. end for
15. **Return** $k_{\text{opt}}, C_{\text{opt}}, \text{score}_{\text{max}}$.

5.1 Diversity measurement

For a quantitative comparison of each benchmark suite separately, BenchPrime can deduce how many applications have different characteristics within each benchmark suite. For a given classification metric, the applications with the same characteristics form one cluster. Note, the resulting cluster number varies depending on the characteristic distribution. In other words, the more clusters there are, the more diverse characteristics the benchmark suite has, meaning that it owns more diverse characteristic distribution, i.e., higher diversity. Similarly, fewer clusters represent lower diversity.

Such information provides a basis for picking one benchmark suite over another, e.g., users would prefer one with high diversity. To this end, this work defines the diversity score of each benchmark suite for a given metric as the ratio of the number of clusters grouped by the metric to the number of all applications in the suite.

$$s_D = \frac{\text{The number of clusters}}{\text{The number of benchmark applications}}$$

Thus, the larger the $s_D$ is, the more diverse the benchmark suite is. BenchPrime calculates the $s_D$ of a given benchmark suite following the same steps described in Figure 3 without taking other suites into account. In contrast to the diversity that quantifies a single benchmark suite, the irreplaceability

\[ l(D|K) = \sum_{i=1}^{K} \left( -\frac{R_i}{2}\log(2\pi) - \frac{R_i \times d \log(\sigma^2)}{2} - \frac{R_i - K}{2} + R_i \log R_i - R_i \log R \right) \]

where $R_i$ is the number of points in the $i^{th}$ cluster, and $\sigma^2$ is the average variance of the Euclidean distance from each point to its cluster center.

4.2.3 Optimized clustering algorithm selection. By comparing the BIC scores of any possible clustering configuration comprising each candidate algorithm and its cluster number, BenchPrime can select the best-performing configuration. Algorithm 1 details how to perform this process taking a PCA or LDA generated data set $D$ for the input benchmark suites and their classification metric. BenchPrime first loops each possible cluster number $k$ to find the local optimized cluster number with the highest BIC score. Here, the maximum cluster number is the sum of the cardinalities of the input benchmark suites, e.g., for a case study in Section 6, since there is a total of 54 applications from DenBench, MediaBench, and MiBench, the loop iterates until the cluster number becomes 54. Similarly, it loops all clustering algorithms to identify the global optimized cluster number, $k_{\text{opt}}$, with the overall highest BIC score. For example, $k_{\text{opt}}$ is 20 for a given microarchitecture dependent metric while it is 26 for an instruction mix metric. We show how BenchPrime obtains hybrid benchmark suites with the optimized clustering configuration in Section 6.4.

For constructing the hybrid benchmark suite with high diversity and low redundancy, it is important to pick a representative application from each cluster. Once the optimized clustering configuration is obtained, BenchPrime selects the closest-to-centroid point for each cluster to pick the most representative application of each cluster. For the centroid-directed selection, BenchPrime calculates the mean value for every cluster in the optimized clustering configuration, and then obtains the distance from the mean point for each application belonging to the cluster. BenchPrime selects the benchmark application, whose distance is smallest, as the centroid application. Equation 3 calculates the centroid point for a given $k^{th}$ cluster.

$$c_k = \arg\min_{x_i \in k^{th} \text{ cluster}} (|x_i - \mu_i|),$$

where $\mu_i$ is the center point, i.e., the mean value of the $k^{th}$ cluster which $x_i$ is assigned to; we use Euclidean distance to calculate the distance between points.

5 COMPARISON OF BENCHMARK SUITES

In addition to the optimized clustering configuration selection, BenchPrime calculates the diversity and redundancy scores of input benchmark suites which can be used to rank them for quantitative comparison.
Algorithm 2 Determine the \( k_{irr} \) for a given benchmark suite compared to BenchPrime’s optimized hybrid suite.

1: Input: \( D \), feature data; \( P \), a set of all applications for all the input benchmark suites; \( P_{irr} \), a program set from a particular single benchmark suite; \( C_{opt} \), the optimized clustering algorithm from Algorithm 1.
2: Output: \( k_{irr} \), the minimum number of clusters where at least one program from this benchmark suit must be included.

// Mark each program’s cluster number
3: Create a \( ||P|| \)-sized array \( F \).
4: for \( k \leftarrow 2, \ldots, ||P|| \) do
5: \( F = C_{opt}(D, k) \); \( \triangleright \) Use the optimized clustering algorithm with \( k \) clusters on the feature data \( D \).
6: \[ k_{opt} \]
7: for \( l \leftarrow 1, \ldots, k \) do
8: if \( ||P_{F=l} \cap P_{irr}|| = ||P_{F=l}|| \) then
9: \( \triangleright \) If \( l \) is optimal, \( k \) is \( k_{opt} \).
10: Return \( k \).
11: end if
12: end for
13: end for

of a benchmark suite (Section 5.2) is determined according to the contribution of the suite towards BenchPrime’s hybrid benchmark suite taking into account other benchmark suites.

5.2 Irreplaceability measurement

For comparing multiple benchmark suites comprehensively, it is important to figure out whether one suite can be replaced with another. When constructing the hybrid benchmark suite, such information allows users to understand how important one benchmark suite is compared to other suites. For example, if the existing suites owned by the users can cover a new benchmark suite being released, they do not have to purchase it; otherwise, it is rather important and required for building the target hybrid benchmark suite.

To measure such an importance of a given benchmark suite, this work searches for the cluster configuration for which the suite is required, i.e., finding the cluster comprised of only the applications belonging to the suite; omitting them ends up losing the cluster, thus it might not be possible to cover the full set due to the lost cluster. Once such a clustering configuration is found, this work compares it to BenchPrime’s optimized hybrid benchmark suite. Basically, their difference can determine the degree of the importance (i.e., irreplaceability score) of the given benchmark suite.

In light of this, this work defines an irreplaceability score of a given benchmark suite by taking the difference between \( k_{opt} \) of BenchPrime’s optimized hybrid suite and \( k_{irr} \), i.e., the minimum \( k \) whose resulting hybrid suite includes at least one cluster comprising only the programs of the given suite. This work refers to \( k_{irr} \) as an irreplaceable cluster number.

\[
s_{irr} = \frac{k_{opt} - k_{irr}}{k_{opt}}. \quad (5)
\]

The higher irreplaceability score, \( s_{irr} \), means that the benchmark suite plays more important role in covering the given metric to classify the input benchmark suites. Algorithm 2 presents a method to obtain the \( k_{irr} \) number.

6 EVALUATION: A CASE STUDY

As a case study, this work leverages BenchPrime to analyze 3 embedded benchmark suites, i.e., DenBench, MediaBench, and MiBench. This work is the first effort on comparing the DenBench, which has received little interest from embedded system communities (See Figure 1), to MediaBench and MiBench. This comparison involves four different metrics to provide a multi-dimensional understanding of the benchmark suites. We believe that the findings this section delivers will be useful to the embedded systems community.

6.1 Metrics

On top of traditional architectural performance numbers (such as CPI and cache behavior), this study takes a step forward by adding the measurements of the power consumptions and architectural vulnerability factors (AVFs) due to the ever-increasing concerns about energy efficiency [5, 10, 33, 42, 59, 61, 65] and soft error resilience [21, 44, 50, 51, 62], respectively.

6.1.1 Traditional Architectural Characteristics. Various architectural characteristics have been proposed for analyzing benchmark diversity and subsetting benchmark applications. They are often divided into two categories, namely microarchitecture dependent and microarchitecture independent characteristics. This work adopts an essential part of these commonly used characteristics and they are listed in Table 1. In addition, Figure 4 shows the dynamic instruction count, i.e., the number of instructions committed, for all the benchmarks from 3 embedded benchmark suites. Overall, DenBench has a significantly larger dynamic instruction count than the other two, while MediaBench has the smallest number of instructions committed.

For cache and branch prediction related metrics, we use misses per kilo instructions (MPKI) to get precise insight for the architectural behaviors. Branch Target Buffer (BTB) hit percentage is also included to facilitate better understanding of control-flow related characteristics. Instruction mix is based on the percentage of committed instructions from different function units (FU), namely float, integer, SIMD.
and memory read/write. With these representative and traditional measurements, we intend to lay the ground work for more unique perspectives.

6.1.2 Architectural Vulnerability Factor. Architectural Vulnerability Factor (AVF) analysis evaluates the reliability of a computer system. It is defined as the probability that a fault in a microarchitecture will result in a visible error [51, 63]. This paper applies the AVF analysis to the execution of the target benchmarks, aiming to evaluate their (di)similarity in exposing soft-error related characteristics of the underlying system.

AVF analysis is built upon the observation that not all faults in a microarchitecture will produce an actual error in the final output. For instance, a single bit flip in the branch predictor may affect the performance due to misprediction, but it will not alter the result of any committed instructions. These bits are resilient to a single-event upset (SEU) due to a particle strike, while the other kinds of processor state bits are architecturally correct execution (ACE) bits which are required for architecturally correct execution. Following [51, 63], the AVF of a hardware structure is calculated with Equation 6:

$$ AVF_{hw} = \frac{\sum ACE \text{ bit}_\text{cycle}}{\text{total \# of \ bits \ in \ a \ structure \times \ total \ cycles}} \tag{6} $$

where ACE bit_cycle is the live cycles of a ACE bit. The live cycles of a register ACE bit is the number of cycles between the definition and subsequent use of the register. In short, this experiment traces the branch execution and calculates the AVF results on various microarchitectural components. Different from the above performance-driven architectural characteristics, AVF analysis measures the diversity and similarity of the benchmarks in evaluating the system reliability. We evaluate instruction queue (IQ), load/store queue (LQ/SQ), integer/float register file (RF) and re-order buffer (ROB) for AVF analysis.

6.1.3 Power Factor. With the rising concerns about energy efficiency for embedded systems [42, 59, 61, 65], this paper adds the power consumption as another dimension of the benchmarks’ characteristics. For this group of metrics, the experiment measures the power consumption on the same architectural components as AVF analysis. We leverage HP Labs’ McPAT [41] to generate the power estimation of the architectural components by feeding Gem5’s simulation [6] statistics (e.g. execution cycles and cache sizes etc.) to McPAT.

6.1.4 Limitation and Discussion. Although in this paper we only consider the above metrics as a case study, BenchPrime is not limited to these metrics. For example, if the users would like to select a subset of benchmarks for performance evaluation, they can feed BenchPrime with some static and dynamic metrics like code size and memory usage to construct a smaller set of benchmarks without loss of coverage for the whole benchmark set.

6.2 Experimental Setup

We leverage LLVM [35] to compile our the applications with default “-O3” optimization level. We conduct our simulations on top of the Gem5 simulator [6] with the ARMv7 ISA, modeling a modern two-issue out-of-order 2 GHz processor with L1-I/D (32KB, 2-way, 2-cycle latency, LRU), and L2 (2MB, 8-way, 20-cycle latency, LRU) caches. The pipeline width is two; the ROB has 40 entries; the integer register file has 128 entries; the float register file has 192 entries; and the instruction queue, load queue, and store queue have 32, 16, and 16 entries, respectively. Modifications to Gem5 were implemented to obtain our AVF statistics from the simulated microarchitectural structures. To obtain the power consumption for the previous mentioned architectural structures, HP Labs’ McPAT [41] was utilized as discussed in Section 6.1.3. BenchPrime takes as input the configuration script and generated statistical files produced by Gem5 and constructs a valid McPAT input script.

6.3 Accuracy Analysis

BenchPrime’s hybrid suites subsetted from input benchmark suites must reflect the representative behavior of the original full set, lest any experiments to be conducted using the subsetted benchmarks are misleading. We evaluate BenchPrime’s accuracy by measuring the difference of two metrics, i.e., CPI and Euclidean distance of the subsetted hybrid benchmark suite from the oracle suite based on the full set. Figure 5 (a) highlights BenchPrime’s optimized clustering configuration from other clustering algorithms in terms of CPI accuracy; it is obtained by calculating the mean value error rate of CPI of a given subsetted benchmark suite compared to that of oracle suite. BenchPrime successfully selects a hierarchical clustering algorithm, which has the lowest CPI error rate, as the optimized clustering algorithm. Here, we also use BenchPrime to select the best number of clusters for other 9 algorithms; without the help of BenchPrime, they show lower accuracy, thus their reported accuracy in Figure 5 is overestimated.

Figure 5 (b) and (c) present the accuracy of BenchPrime for AVF and Power separately by calculating the Euclidean distance difference between a given subsetted benchmark suite and the oracle suite. Due to page limitation, we do not show the graph of architectural characteristics where BenchPrime
performs the best. All the results show that BenchPrime always selects the optimized clustering algorithm with the smallest Euclidean distance from the oracle suite (full set). In contrast, using any of other 9 clustering algorithms leads to a lot higher Euclidean distance, especially for model based clustering algorithm; it has the worst Euclidean distance on average, thus failing to reflect the original AVF/power behaviors of the oracle suite. Again, we use BenchPrime to select the best number of clusters for the 9 other algorithms, overestimating their accuracy. All the experiments illustrate the efficacy of the BenchPrime approach.

### 6.4 Hybrid Benchmark

Table 2 shows the hybrid benchmark chosen by BenchPrime and their corresponding optimized clustering algorithm for the four metrics, i.e., Fanny clustering for power, Pam clustering for AVF, hierarchical clustering for both microarchitecture-dependent and instruction mix metrics. We use different colors to represent programs belonging to each benchmark suite; green for MediaBench, blue for MiBench, and red for DenBench. From Table 2, each generated hybrid benchmark suite consists of programs from all the three suites. Across different metrics, the hybrid benchmark suite changes both its size and the program distribution of each benchmark suite.

Figure 6 shows the contribution of each benchmark suite to the hybrid benchmark for all metrics; the contributions of all three benchmark suites sum to 100%. In the hybrid benchmark suite, MiBench’s contribution is 38%-46% while DenBench’s is 27%-35%. Since MiBench size is the largest among the three benchmark suites, i.e., 22 programs, its high contribution is not surprising. On the other hand, it is interesting to observe that DenBench consists of only 17 programs but contributes better than MediaBench. Among the three suites, MediaBench’s contribution is the least, i.e., 20%-35%. Note, the hybrid benchmark suite is just a recommendation based on the centroid strategy (Equation 3) to pick the representative application for each cluster, so some applications in the suite might not be irreplaceable.

**Observation 1:** The contribution of each input benchmark suite to the BenchPrime’s hybrid benchmark suite is not directly proportional to the size of the input benchmark suite.
In the following, we analyze the two hybrid benchmark suites generated from hierarchical clustering in a more straightforward way. Figure 7 and 8 are the dendrograms for the microarchitecture-dependent and instruction mix metrics, respectively. Each figure illustrates how each cluster is composed by drawing a \( \Gamma \)-shaped link between a non-singleton cluster and its children. Link length represents the distance between single programs or clusters. The shorter the distance between clusters, the more similarity between the child clusters of a \( \Gamma \)-link.

For the best number of clusters, \( k_{\text{opt}} \) chosen from Algorithm 1, we draw a horizontal line, i.e., \( k_{\text{opt}} \) in Figure 7. Based on the \( k_{\text{opt}} \) line, many programs from different benchmark suites are integrated together to clusters, each of which has multiple programs. However, there are 7 clusters comprising only a single program for microarchitecture-dependent metric in Figure 7; “tif2rgba”, “mp4decodedata1”, “patricia”, “typeset”, “mp4encodedata1”, “unepic”, and “jpegdecode” for their own singleton cluster.

These 7 programs must be included in the output of BenchPrime. Similarly, 8 clusters consist only of a single program for instruction mix in Figure 8, which has to be included in the final hybrid benchmark suite.

According to Algorithm 1 and 2, two horizontal lines are drawn on the dendrograms. The dashed line is \( k_{\text{Den}} \), that is the \( k_{\text{Den}} \) of DenBench, and the red solid line is drew at the height corresponding to \( k_{\text{opt}} \) for Hybrid Benchmark. We define the dashed line as the DenBench line because at the level under the DenBench line, the subsetting have to include at least one program from the DenBench. On the contrary, if the Hybrid Benchmark line is above the DenBench line, it is not necessary to include the applications from the DenBench. In Figure 7 and 8, DenBench lines are both above the Hybrid Benchmark line.

**Observation 2:** DenBench easily becomes necessary to build a diverse benchmark suite.

### 6.5 PCA and LDA Comparison

Linear discriminant analysis (LDA) is a classification method to find a linear combination of feature that characterizes or separates two or more classes of objects or events. Compared with PCA, it tries to find the line that best separates the classes. Here, we compare the BIC score generated by the optimized clustering chooser with PCA and LDA preprocessing as input separately. There are some interesting findings by comparing them. Figure 9 shows the results of PCA and
LDA for three metrics. The left half is for LDA and the right part is for PCA.

**Observation 3:** LDA is more accurate than PCA as data preprocessing method.

According to the figure, the optimized BIC score corresponding to LDA is more than 90 for all of the four metrics. Among them, the optimized BIC score 143.7694 for a microarchitecture-dependent metric is the highest one. On average, the BIC score for LDA nearly doubles the score for PCA. This phenomenon is due to the fact that the labeled data provides a more precise guide to the clustering chooser to make the best partition. The more reasonable clustering improves the probability of “goodness of fit”, which actually is what the BIC score measures.

### 6.6 Benchmark Ranking

An algorithmic approach is leveraged to ground the discussion of diversity and irreplaceability of each benchmark suite compared to BenchPrime’s hybrid benchmark suite.

#### 6.6.1 Diversity Score

To analyze the diversity of a special benchmark suite, this work counts the proportion of representative applications to the original full set. The top of Table 3 shows the diversity scores for MediaBench, MiBench, and DenBench on the four metrics. Every diversity score is calculated from Equation 4. Interestingly, MediaBench and MiBench do not have much difference in terms of their diversity, even though their benchmark suite sizes are quite different. In contrast, DenBench has a higher diversity score than those of MediaBench and MiBench.

**Observation 4:** DenBench owns more dispersed features, and the program distribution within it is more diverse.

#### 6.6.2 Irreplaceability Score

To measure to what degree one benchmark suite is irreplaceable with other input suites, we compare BenchPrime’s optimized clustering with the minimum clustering (with the least number of clusters) where the lack of the one benchmark suite causes the loss of a cluster. The bottom of Table 3 shows the irreplaceability scores for MediaBench, MiBench, and DenBench on the four metrics separately, calculated from Equation 5. The higher the irreplaceability score is, the more critical role the benchmark suite plays to build a balanced hybrid benchmark suite. There is a negative score for MediaBench under AVF metric, i.e., the \( k_{irr} \) of MediaBench is bigger than the \( k_{opt} \). Note, this is not contradictory to the data shown in Figure 6 because it picks the closest-to-centroid point as a representative application for the cluster which does not imply the necessity of including MediaBench. It is possible to build a hybrid benchmark suite for the AVF metric from the \( k_{opt} \) clusters without MediaBench at all by picking DenBench or MiBench program in every cluster to which MediaBench program belongs. However, MediaBench has the highest score for an instruction mix metric; this demonstrates that the benchmark suite with low contribution to the hybrid benchmark suite of one is still able to dominate other metric’s hybrid benchmark suite. DenBench plays an important role on the final hybrid benchmarks suite, especially for microarchitecture-dependent, AVF, and power metrics. DenBench contributes significantly to the hybrid benchmark suite; the irreplaceability scores are 0.7 – 0.8 and quite close to the perfect score 1.0. Even for AVF whose score is 0.7, the resulting hybrid benchmark needs DenBench for high diversity.

**Observation 5:** DenBench is more necessary than MediaBench and MiBench to construct an application-balanced hybrid benchmark suite.

This phenomenon is consistent with Figure 7, excluding DenBench is possible until the dotted line reaches 4 clusters. Because at this point, at least one of “rgbcmykv2data1” and “rgbyiqv2data1” from DenBench forms a single cluster which has to be included for BenchPrime to build a diverse hybrid benchmark suite. While in Figure 8, the dotted line \( k_{Den} \) is close to \( k_{opt} \), meaning that DenBench is negligible until 16 clusters.

### 6.7 Analysis Time

BenchPrime’s analysis times under uArch/Inst/AVF/Powermetrics are 37.4/51.2/49.2/48.5 seconds, respectively. Across different metrics, the analysis of an instruction mix metric spends the longest time while that of a microarchitecture-dependent metric spends the shortest time, even if both of them reflect the architecture characteristics. According to our analysis, Fanny and Som among the ten clustering algorithm candidates (shown in Section 4.2.1) take relatively longer than others. Overall, for all four metrics, BenchPrime spends less than 60 seconds, which illustrates that it is practical for real use. Furthermore, it would be possible to accelerate the clustering algorithms by improving the data structure usage [24–26, 30] and leveraging dynamic parallelism adaptation [28, 29, 32, 37, 38].

### 7 RELATED WORK

Although this is the first effort to do a direct comparison of MediaBench, MiBench with DenBench created by EEMBC to the best of our knowledge, there exists a large body of work in characterizing and subsetting benchmarks. Because of the
high-dimensional and correlated nature of these characteristics, most of the previous work leverages similar statistical tools such as PCA and clustering algorithm to assist the discussion [18, 19, 23]. For GPGPU benchmark characterization, Adhinrayanan et al. provide a thorough taxonomy in documenting such previous work [1]. Eeckhout et al. leverage PCA and hierarchic clustering based dendrograms to analyze a range of architectural characteristics such as cache behavior and instruction level parallelism, with input data also put into consideration alongside the programs themselves [15]. The full spectrum of characteristics are put into one single PCA without dividing them into finer scales. Hoste et al. point out the potential pitfalls in using microarchitecture-dependent measurements, while proposing a range of key microarchitecture-independent characteristics for benchmark comparison [17]. Phansalka et al. follow a similar direction in providing analysis for program inherent characteristics without compromising fairness on a particular microarchitecture [56]. Yi et al. evaluate the various benchmark subsetting methods, in which PCA is identified as a precise approach in producing representative subsets [67]. However, all these methods do not provide a basis for why this clustering algorithm is better than others.

Apart from the ones that aim at proposing new methodologies, there exist numerous efforts in analyzing a specifically targeted benchmark set. Closely related to this paper, Poovey et al. [58] present a thorough study of the EEMBC benchmark suite (DenBench), in which a broad range of architectural behaviors are evaluated within the benchmark suite. Phansalka et al. [54, 57] give an in-depth study for the balance and redundancy in the SPEC 2006 benchmarks, while providing subsetting suggestions for both the applications and the input data set. A similar set of architectural characterization is applied to JavaScript benchmarks by Tivari et al. [65], in which both PCA visualization and agglomerative clustering are leveraged as main analyzing tools. Representativeness of embedded Java benchmarks is discussed by Isen et al. in [19], and they also provide a comparison between desktop and embedded versions. Jia et al. [67] and Zhen et al. [22] carry out both characterization and subsetting specifically targeting big data workloads. Recently, Peters at al. [53] characterize a power behavior of web browser workloads on top of heterogeneous multi-processing platforms and propose power management strategies based on the characterization. Finally, Adolf et al. [2] analyze modern deep learning workloads and report their behavior in inference and training.

8 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

This work presents BenchPrime, a systematic benchmark analysis framework that can automatically analyze the similarity and diversity of multiple benchmark suites and generate the hybrid benchmark suite. Unlike prior work, BenchPrime can select the best-performing clustering algorithm which often varies depending on not only the input benchmark suites but also their comparison metrics. This is particularly important because unoptimized clustering algorithms do not effectively represent the original benchmark suites. BenchPrime’s optimized clustering algorithm selection enables users to build the hybrid benchmark suite with high accuracy from multiple suites in an automated and metric-tailored manner.

We believe that BenchPrime’s findings on the comparison of MediaBench and MiBench with DenBench will be useful to the embedded systems community. Although we only use the three benchmark suites in the current evaluation, BenchPrime is generally applicable to others suites. Our future work will leverage BenchPrime for characterizing and subsetting parallel benchmark suites. It would be another interesting future work to apply BenchPrime to program bug benchmark suites [49, 68] used for data race detection [69, 70] and memory leak detection [27, 40].

Finally, we envision that BenchPrime can not only be a useful tool for subsetting a benchmark set but also serve as a communication channel between the benchmark companies and the researchers who are potential customers for the benchmark products. The companies will be able to offer an evaluation methodology of their new benchmark suite open to the public without releasing the source code. Meanwhile, the researchers will be able to decide whether to purchase the new benchmark suite by comparing it against their existing suites with the help of BenchPrime.
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